Shepherds Auctions
New lots added Friday!! Cookers, Washing machines,
Fridges and more in various conditions

Unit 1 Bealey Ind Est
Dumers Lane
Radcliffe
Lancashire
M26 2BD
United Kingdom

Ended 26 Jun 2022 18:29 BST

Lot

Description

1

Smeg - Freestanding Fridge - Clean On Inside - Powers On & Cold Tested Working.

2

Smeg - Freestanding Fridge - Get cold but is Noisey

3

Hisense - Stainless Steel Freestanding Fridge - Dent On Bottom & Door Handle Scratched - Tested Working For Coldness.

5

Sharp - Tall White Freestanding fridge - Unable To Test Due To Damaged Plug.

7

Sharp - Tall Stainless Steel Freestanding Fridge - tested and working for coldness, in good condition

17

1 x Hisense Single Oven Model No. BI3221ABUK_BK in Black RRP ??279.00 SKU AO-APM-2370354-BER TOTAL RRP ??279 This lot
has been delivered to us and the vendor has stated that the item is PACT tested and is in a working condition but please note this item
is completely UNCHECKED by us. We have not che ...[more]

18

1 x Hisense Single Oven Model No. BI6062IXUK_SS in Stainless Steel RRP ??429.00 SKU AO-APM-2364930-BER TOTAL RRP
??429 This lot has been delivered to us and the vendor has stated that the item is PACT tested and is in a working condition but please
note this item is completely UNCHECKED by us. We ha ...[more]

25

Smeg tall freestanding fridge, tested working but has exterior damage on the bottom corner.

30

Zanussi Double Oven ZKHNL3X1_SS in Stainless Steel RRP ?459.00

31

1 x Gorenje Radiant Cooker Model No. E5111WG_WH in White RRP ?299.00 SKU AO-APM-2370252-BER TOTAL RRP ?299 This lot
has been delivered to us and the vendor has stated that the item is PACT tested and is in a working condition but please note this item
is completely UNCHECKED by us. We have not check ...[more]

36

Hisense washing machine, powers on and spins but missing drawer.

37

Hisense Heat Pump 9Kg condenser dryer, powers on and spins but display fault codes.

38

Sharp - ES-HDB9647W0 - 9/6kg 1400rpm Washing Machine - Powers On & Spins.

43

1 x Hotpoint Ceramic Cooker model no. HUE61KS_BK RRP ??479.00 SKU AO-APM-2371410-BER-DOA TOTAL RRP ??479 TThis lot
has been delivered to us and the vendor has stated that the item is PACT tested and is in a working condition but please note this item
is completely UNCHECKED by us. We have not checke ...[more]

44

1 x Beko Small Fridge model no. UL584APW_WH RRP ??199.00 SKU AO-APM-2370788-BER-DOA TOTAL RRP ??199 This lot has
been delivered to us and the vendor has stated that the item is PACT tested and is in a working condition but please note this item is
completely UNCHECKED by us. We have not checked this ...[more]

46

Hisense, Dose Assist washing machine, powers on and spins.

49

Samsung American Fridge freezer, heavily used and the plug has been cut off so unable to checkl

50

Hisense HS661C60WUK dishwasher, powers on but we cannot test any further without connecting to water which we cannot do, the
inside look unused with the protective tap on items and even a pack of dishwasher tabs

52

1 x Hotpoint Double Oven model no. DD2544CIX_SS RRP ??359.00 SKU AO-APM-2370697-BER-DOA TOTAL RRP ??359 TThis lot
has been delivered to us and the vendor has stated that the item is PACT tested and is in a working condition but please note this item
is completely UNCHECKED by us. We have not checked ...[more]

55

Kenwood Intergrated dishwasher, spares and repairs

56

This item looks to be in good condition and appears ready for a new home but it is a customer return and may have small unnoticed
marks or dirt, it could be missing fixings or instructions and doesn't have the original box unless pictured. Every effort has been made to
check this item prior to listi ...[more]

59

This lot contains unsorted raw customer returns, the products have not been checked and it is unknown whether all parts are present or
whether the items are in working order. There are no guarantees of any item working as it should, no assessment has been made and
no further information has been mad ...[more]

60

Beko Washing Machine Model No. WR862441W_WH in White RRP “?279.00, no power when plugged in

62

Hisense Freestanding Dishwaher, it powers on but we are unable to check it any further

65

Samsung eco Bubble Washer Dryer, Powers on and makes a noise but the display is not working to be able to put it on a programme

66

Hisense freestanding Dishwasher, Powers on and looks unused but has a couple of dents on the door

71

Hisense Dishwasher, Powers on and looks unused , has a scratch on the front nada dent onm the side

75

Hisense Tall fridge, Powers on but doesn?t get cold

77

Hisense RS694N4 Amerivcan fridge freezer with water and Ice dispenser, Tested and working for coldness in aboth fridge nad freezer,
Overall Clean inside and out, has a small dent on the fridge door, RRP ?950

78

Hisense 60/40 fridge freezer, getting cold in both fridge and freezer, clean inside

79

Sharp freestanding tall freezer, not getting cold

80

Hisense 60/40 fridge freezer, Powers on and the freezer gets cold but the fridge does not

81

Bosch Series 4 Eco silence Washing Machine, Powers on and Spins but is missing the Soap drawer front, RRP œ389

82

Beko Harvest Fresh 50/50 frost free fridge freezer, powers on and gets cold but he lining inside is cracked, RRP œ440

83

Sharp KF-66DVDD05BL1 Electric cooker with Ceramic hob, unchecked by us but the return label says missing screws from cooker top
and scratched, RRP œ409

84

Sharp tall freestanding Freezer, Powers on but not getting cold

85

Hisense 60/40 Fridge freezer, Powers on and gets cold in both fridge and freezer, has a small scratch and den t on the fridge door but is
clean inside

86

Smeg Dishwasher, Powers on and looks clean inside

87

Smeg dishwasher, Powers on and looks clean inside

